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Anticipatory brain activity predicts the success or failure
of subsequent emotion regulation
Bryan T. Denny,1 Kevin N. Ochsner,1 Jochen Weber,1 and Tor D. Wager2
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Expectations about an upcoming emotional event have the power to shape one!s subsequent affective response for better or worse. Here, we used mediation analyses to examine the relationship between brain activity when anticipating the need to cognitively reappraise aversive images, amygdala
responses to those images and subsequent success in diminishing negative affect. We found that anticipatory activity in right rostrolateral prefrontal
cortex was associated with greater subsequent left amygdala responses to aversive images and decreased regulation success. In contrast, anticipatory
ventral anterior insula activity was associated with reduced amygdala responses and greater reappraisal success. In both cases, left amygdala responses
mediated the relationship between anticipatory activity and reappraisal success. These results suggest that anticipation facilitates successful
reappraisal via reduced anticipatory prefrontal "cognitive! elaboration and better integration of affective information in paralimbic and
subcortical systems.

INTRODUCTION
Every day, we are faced with all manner of challenges to our emotional
equilibrium. Although many of these aversive events are unexpected
and catch us unprepared, in some cases we can anticipate that something unpleasant comes this way. As an example, imagine that you are
going to visit a family member in the hospital who is gravely ill.
In thinking about the upcoming visit, you might anticipate that
seeing your loved one in distress will be upsetting and predict that
you will need to regulate your emotional response when you see him or
her. How do your expectations impact your reaction to the expected
unpleasant event when it actually transpires? And what neural systems
mediate these effects? Despite the relevance of these questions to our
understanding of the neural systems that maintain emotional health
and well-being, very little research links anticipatory brain processes
with subjective and brain measures of emotion and emotion
regulation.
Although little work has directly addressed these issues, previous
studies have suggested two non-competing alternative hypotheses.
Namely, anticipatory activity in key regions implicated in affective
responsivity and cognitive control could be preparatory and positive
or such activity could be maladaptive and negative.
One principal region of interest (ROI) is the prefrontal cortex
(PFC), which could be involved in setting adaptive expectations that
ultimately support subsequent reappraisal success. The PFC has been
widely implicated in cognitive control, goal-directed behavior and
high-level processes used to regulate responses to emotional events,
with the predominant finding being that activity in a variety of
prefrontal regions is associated with adaptive emotion regulation.
The majority of such studies have probed the involvement of PFC
in the cognitive regulation of emotion via reappraisal, which involves
cognitively changing the meaning of an affective stimulus in a way that
alters its emotional impact (Gross, 1998; Ochsner and Gross, 2005,
2008). Numerous neuroimaging studies (e.g. Ochsner et al., 2002,
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2004; Kalisch et al., 2005; Phan et al., 2005; van Reekum et al., 2007;
Goldin et al., 2008; McRae et al., 2010;for a review, see Silvers et al., in
press) have shown that the down-regulation of negative emotion via
reappraisal typically is associated with increased activation of
control-related regions such as lateral and medial PFC, along with
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, and decreased activation of regions
associated with triggering emotional responses, such as the amygdala,
(Ochsner and Gross, 2008; Denny et al., 2009). A few studies have
examined the use of reappraisal-like strategies to regulate affective
responses elicited during anticipation of a stimulus, with results
mostly parallel to those described above (Kalisch et al., 2005;
Delgado et al., 2008a,b; Herwig et al., 2007b; Martin and Delgado,
2011). Critically, although these studies examined regulation of affective responses elicited during the anticipation of an upcoming event
(like anticipatory anxiety or reward), none was designed to directly
relate anticipatory PFC activity to success at reducing self-reported
affective responses to the subsequently experienced event itself.
A second hypothesis, however, is that the PFC could be involved in
setting maladaptive expectancies whereby PFC supports negative
expectations that promote responses in affective appraisal-related
regions like the amygdala. Behaviorally, anticipating negative events
elicits self-report (Butler and Mathews, 1987; Savitsky et al., 2001)
and psychophysiological (Grillon et al., 1991) markers of negative
affect. Neurally, imaging studies have shown that anticipation of a
clearly or potentially aversive event is associated with increased activation of both the amygdala (Herwig et al., 2007a,c; Kaffenberger et al.,
2010) and, critically, the anterior and dorsomedial PFC and anterior
cingulate cortex (Ueda et al., 2003; Mechias et al., 2010), with regions
of rostral dorsal and pre-genual cingulate cortices (Wager et al., 2009)
mediating the relationship between negative anticipation and peripheral physiological reactivity. Activity in these medial PFC regions has
been associated more generally with the maintenance of beliefs that
influence one’s emotions, including lowered expectations of drug
effectiveness and reduced responses to a placebo analgesic (Wager
et al., 2011), the top–down generation of negative emotion via cognitive appraisals (Ochsner et al., 2004, 2009b) and with the tendency to
mind wander (Christoff et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2007), which has
been shown to lead to general feelings of unhappiness (Killingsworth
and Gilbert, 2010). These medial regions, along with other midline and
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an aversive image was negatively correlated with reappraisal success. In
the second step, we used Mediation Effect Parametric Mapping
(MEPM) to test for the hypothesized relationships among anticipatory
neural activity, amygdala activity during reappraisal and self-reports of
negative affect (Wager et al., 2008b; Atlas et al., 2010). Here, we aimed
to determine how brain activity during anticipation of reappraisal
(i.e. in the 6 s before the image to be reappraised was presented) is
associated with subsequent reappraisal success, mediated by
stimulus-related activity in the functionally defined area of the left
amygdala described above. On one hand, if anticipating reappraisal
enhances regulatory success, then we should find that anticipatory
activation of reappraisal- or affect-related regions leads to larger
drops in negative affect via down-regulation of subsequent amygdala
responses to aversive images. On the other hand, if anticipating
reappraisal diminishes regulatory success, then we should find that
anticipatory activation of reappraisal- or affect-related regions leads
to smaller drops in negative affect via a failure to down-regulate
subsequent amygdala responses to aversive images.
METHODS
Participants
In total, 36 healthy participants (average age being 22.0 years; 13
female) provided informed consent in accordance with the human
subjects regulations of Columbia University and were paid $20/h for
their participation. All participants were right-handed and were
screened with questionnaires to ensure good general health and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan eligibility. Six participants were excluded prior to analysis because they were not within
movement, normalization or timing-accuracy tolerances. Thus, the
present analyses were performed on data from 30 participants.
Materials
The basic stimuli, task design and procedures used in the current study
have been detailed in a previous report focusing on activity solely
during the presentation of aversive images (Wager et al., 2008b). In
this previous report the anticipation period was not examined. The
current study, while using the same dataset, focuses on the novel questions detailed above regarding the relationship between activity during
the cue and anticipation periods and subsequent activity during the
picture presentation period and reappraisal success. Forty-eight aversive images and 24 neutral images from the International Affective
Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al., 1993) were presented. Stimulus details can be found in Supplementary Data.
Task design
Images were presented in one of three conditions. For the Look Neu
and Look Neg conditions, participants were shown either neutral or
aversive images and were asked to look at the image, understand its
content and allow themselves to experience/feel any emotional
response it might naturally elicit. In contrast, for the Reapp Neg
condition, participants viewed aversive images and were asked to reinterpret their meaning so that they felt less negative in response to
them [cf. previous published work from our laboratory (Ochsner and
Gross, 2008)].
The assignment of negative images to conditions was randomized
and counterbalanced across participants. Before presentation of each
image, participants viewed a cue that signaled both the instruction type
(Look or Reappraise) and the image type (aversive or neutral). Cues
were white shapes!a circle, a square and a triangle (!0.58 visual
angle)!presented on a black background. The assignment of shape
to condition was counterbalanced across participants.
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temporal structures, also have been implicated in making judgments
about mental states (like beliefs and emotions) more generally (Kober
et al., 2008; Olsson and Ochsner, 2008; Denny et al., 2012), and are
thought to be a key compoment of a ‘default’ network that is relatively
more active during uninstructed periods (when one is wont to
mind-wander) than during task performance (Gusnard et al., 2001;
Raichle et al., 2001). Together, these data suggest that medial PFC
(perhaps along with associated regions) support the tendency to spontaneously generate negative expectancies that could impair subsequent
emotion regulation ability.
Further, previous work suggests that regions beyond PFC may be
important as well in either facilitating adaptive or maladaptive
reappraisals. In particular, evidence suggests that the insula may play
a key role. In addition to PFC, insula also has been shown to be
importantly involved in the anticipation and appraisal of emotional
events, in addition to the integration of sensory and motor information (Augustine, 1996). Differences in anatomy (Mesulam and
Mufson, 1982a,b; Mufson and Mesulam, 1982, 1984) and resting-state
functional connectivity (Deen et al., 2011) suggest that the insula has
separate posterior, ventral anterior and dorsal anterior subregions. Of
interest here is the fact that the anterior insula has been associated with
emotional and motivational states, interoceptive awareness of them
and often is active along with adjacent ventrolateral preftontal regions
during cognitive control tasks, including reappraisal of negative emotion (Critchley et al., 2004; Wager and Barrett, 2004; Nitschke et al.,
2006; Craig, 2009). Wager and Barrett (2004) suggested that these
diverse roles for the anterior insula can be understood in part by a
ventral–dorsal distinction, such that ventral anterior insula is more
strongly associated with emotional awareness (Carlson et al., 2011),
and dorsal anterior insula is more strongly associated with updating
goal states and top–down executive control (Wager et al., 2004; Nee
et al., 2007). Ventral anterior insula activity has been reported during
the anticipation of aversive events (Kalisch et al., 2006; Carlson et al.,
2011), though these effects were not shown to be specifically attuned to
negatively valenced anticipation states (Carlson et al., 2011). The fact
that anterior insula has been implicated broadly in both affective integration and cognitive control, as well as the fact that people who are
better at introspectively assessing their emotions tend to regulate their
emotions more frequently (Barrett et al., 2001), suggests that it has the
potential to promote reappraisal success via integrating information
about the body, one’s current emotional state and current task goals.
To differentiate among these hypotheses, we employed a variant of a
well-studied reappraisal task (Ochsner and Gross, 2008). This
task presents participants with aversive images and asks them
either to let themselves respond naturally (i.e. baseline ‘Look’ trials)
or to reinterpret the meaning of the image in a way that lessens its
unpleasant impact (i.e. ‘Reappraise’ trials). The present task modified
the basic trial structure to insert an anticipatory gap between the presentation of the cue instructing participants that they would Look or
Reappraise and the presentation of the upcoming aversive or neutral
image.
Using this design, we adopted a two-step analysis procedure to
address the two hypotheses described above concerning the way in
which expectations of the need to reappraise influence subsequent
neural and behavioral responses to affective events. We reasoned that
the best way to determine how expectations influence ultimate
reappraisal success was by first identifying a signature of successful
reappraisal. To do this, our first step involved correlating reappraisal
success (defined as the drop in self-reported negative affect on
Reappraisal as opposed to Look trials) with activity in the amygdala,
which is the affect-related region most commonly modulated by
reappraisal of negative emotion (Ochsner and Gross, 2008). This identified a region of the left amygdala whose activity during reappraisal of
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Procedure
A comprehensive pre-scanning training procedure was used to assure
that participants understood the cue–task associations and the reappraisal strategy (see Wager et al., 2008b for details). During the
task in the fMRI scanner, 108 total trials were presented (36 trials
per condition). Within each condition, 12 trials were presented for
each condition (Look Neu, Look Neg and Reapp Neg) # trial type
(full trial, AntOnly, StimOnly) combination. Following scanning, participants completed a post-task questionnaire during which they confirmed that they reappraised as instructed.
Data acquisition and analysis
Behavioral
Behavioral data were analyzed using linear mixed models incorporating fixed effects estimates for trial type, condition and their interaction,
and a random effect consisting of an intercept for each participant.
fMRI
Whole-brain fMRI data were acquired on a 1.5T GE Signa Twin Speed
Excite HD scanner (GE Medical Systems). Acquisition details are given
in Supplementary Data. Separate regressors in the GLM were specified

Fig. 1 Trial structure for a full (AntStim) trial.
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for fMRI responses to the cue, anticipation, stimulus viewing and
rating response periods.
Defining amygdala region-of-interest. In order to address our first
question of interest concerning how reappraisal expectations modulate
subsequent behavioral and neural responses to affective events, we first
subjected values for the (Reapp Neg image viewing–Look Neg image
viewing) contrast to second-level robust regression analysis (Wager
et al., 2005) to localize regions correlated with reappraisal success,
defined as each participant’s self-reported (Look Neg–Reapp Neg)
average negative affect rating. This reappraisal success regressor
excluded ratings made during AntOnly trials, as those ratings were
made on trials in which no image was presented. Each participant’s
global magnetic resonance (MR) signal during the picture presentation
period was used as a covariate in this analysis, and the search threshold
was P < 0.01 (one-tailed). Additional details are available in the
Supplementary Data.
Mediation analysis. We then employed MEPM, which is based on a
standard three-variable mediation model (Baron and Kenny, 1986)
where a predictor (X) is related to an outcome (Y) via a mediator
(M). MEPM analyses were performed using the (Reapp Neg–Look
Neg] contrast values during the cue and anticipation period (the X
or predictor variable; see Supplementary Data for details of the combination of these periods), the stimulus presentation period (the M or
mediator variable) and behavioral reappraisal success scores (the Y or
outcome variable). We performed a MEPM analysis in which the mediator values were pre-defined as beta weights from the amygdala seed
region during the picture presentation period, and then the whole
brain was searched for predictor (X) regions at cue/anticipation
whose activity showed a relationship with reappraisal success (Y)
that was mediated by the activity of the seed amygdala region (M)
(Figure 2). In this analysis, by-participant average beta weights for
global cue/anticipation activity and global stimulus presentation
period activity were each entered as covariates to reduce regression
confounds due to spurious covariance of task activity and global signal.
Family-wise error (FWE) thresholds for the mediation results were
determined using AlphaSim (Ward, 2000). Significant clusters
(FWE-corrected, P < 0.05) were thresholded at P < 0.05, two-tailed,
uncorrected, with an extent of at least 50 voxels, based on the unresliced voxel size. For display purposes using NeuroElf software (neuroelf.net), mediation t-score images were then resliced to isometric
voxels (2 # 2 # 2 mm), and FWE multiple comparison correction
thresholds were again determined using AlphaSim. Clusters were
thresholded at P < 0.05, two-tailed, uncorrected, with an extent of at
least 333 voxels, resulting in a whole-brain corrected FWE rate of
P < 0.05, two-tailed.
We then determined whether there were any other mediators of the
relationship between anticipatory PFC and insula activity and
reappraisal success that might have been overlooked by our
ROI-based method that focused on the amygdala. To do this, we
performed three additional mediation analyses using the same
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Previous studies of reappraisal have not separated brain activity
related to anticipation and instruction processing, stimulus viewing
and picture rating, and a goal of our task design was to provide the
ability to separately estimate the magnitude of brain activation related
to each of these three phases of the image viewing and rating procedure. To accomplish this, a partial trial design was employed (Ollinger
et al., 2001). Three variants of each task condition (Look Neu, Look
Neg and Reapp Neg) were used, with an equal distribution of each type
of trial: full (AntStim) trials, anticipation-only (AntOnly) trials and
stimulus-only (StimOnly) trials. On full trials, a 2 s instruction cue was
followed by a 4 s anticipatory interval during which a fixation cross was
presented on the screen. An image was subsequently presented for 8 s,
followed by a fixation cross for 4 or 7 s as a jittered interstimulus
interval (ISI; uniform distribution of 4 and 7 s intervals). Following
the ISI period, the words ‘How negative do you feel?’ appeared onscreen for 2.1 s, and participants rated their current level of negative
affect on a five-point scale by pressing a button with one of five fingers
on a button-response unit (0 ¼ ‘not at all negative’, indicated by a
thumb button press, up to 4 ¼ ‘extremely negative’, indicated by
a fifth-finger button press). Following the rating, a 4 or 7 s jittered
inter-trial-interval concluded the trial. This trial structure is shown
in Figure 1 for a full trial. The AntOnly trials were identical to the
full trials, except that the picture presentation period was omitted. The
StimOnly trials were identical to the full trials, except that the 4 s
anticipation interval was omitted.
This design allowed us to construct orthogonal predictors for Cue-,
Anticipation- and Image-related brain activity related to each trial type
in the general linear model (GLM) that could provide efficient estimates of activation in each phase of the trial for each condition.
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analysis procedure as above, with the exception that the predictor
variable was fixed to be anticipatory activity [separately specifying
the BA 10 RLPFC (rostrolateral PFC) region and the left and right
insula regions described in the results], and a whole-brain search
was performed for regions that showed stimulus period activity that
mediated a relationship between anticipatory activity and reappraisal
success.

Fig. 2 Mediation path diagram showing the predictor search variable (Reapp Neg–Look Neg brain
activity during cue/anticipation), a priori mediator variable (amygdala activation during the picture
presentation period) and outcome variable (reappraisal success self-reports). a and b are indirect
paths, c is the total relationship, and c0 is the direct path (controlling for the mediator).

For AntOnly trials, there was a main effect of condition
[F(2,58) ¼ 10.14, P < 0.001], with Look Neu ratings significantly
lower than Look Neg [t(29) ¼ 3.29, P < 0.003] and Reapp Neg
[t(29) ¼ 4.78, P < 0.001] ratings, but no significant difference between
Look Neg and Reapp Neg ratings [t(29) ¼ 0.15, n.s.].
Amygdala ROI
In order to address our primary question regarding potential
amygdala-mediated relationships involving anticipatory brain activation that are correlated with reappraisal success, we first carried out a
robust regression analysis to determine which voxels in the amygdala
showed activation during the stimulus presentation period that was
significantly correlated with reappraisal success. Three voxels in the left
amygdala were significantly negatively correlated with reappraisal success at the search threshold (P < 0.01, one-tailed). These voxels in the
left amygdala [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI): ($21, $3,
$23), ($14, $7, $23) and ($17, $7, $23)] comprised a volume of
160 mm3 and represented our amygdala seed ROI for the subsequent
mediation analysis.
Mediation analysis
Using the amygdala ROI as a mediator, we found that a broad area of
right RLPFC (BA 10) showed anticipatory activity prior to reappraisal
that was negatively correlated with reappraisal success and significantly
mediated by amygdala activity during the picture presentation period
(Figures 2 and 4; Table 1). Increased anticipatory RLPFC activity was
positively correlated with amygdala activation during the stimulus
presentation period, and stimulus-related amygdala activity was negatively correlated with reappraisal success. In addition, a more dorsal
medial PFC region (BA 8) also showed this negative mediated relationship, as did the posterior cingulate/precuneus, superior temporal
gyrus/temporoparietal junction and pre- and post-central gyrus
(Figure 4; Table 1).
This analysis also identified several regions showing a significant
positively mediated relationship, including bilateral insula (Figure 4;
Table 1). Left ventral anterior insula and right ventral mid-insula activity was positively correlated with reappraisal success, mediated by
amygdala stimulus-related activity. Anticipatory insula activity in these
ROIs was negatively correlated with stimulus-related amygdala activity.
Two separate clusters in the anterior lobe of the cerebellum also exhibited this pattern.
Critically, to confirm and extend the ROI-based analyses, we fixed
anticipatory activity (RLPFC, left and right insula, in three separate
analyses) as the predictor and searched the whole brain for mediators

Fig. 3 Negative affect ratings. Black bars represent negative affect ratings from trials containing a picture presentation (i.e. full AntStim trials and StimOnly trials) and gray bars represent negative affect ratings
from anticipation only (AntOnly) trials.
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RESULTS
Behavioral
Figure 3 shows average negative affect ratings for each condition for
AntStim and StimOnly trials and separately for anticipation only
(AntOnly) trials. Negative affect reports did not differ between
AntStim and StimOnly trials [F(1,145) ¼ 0.715, n.s.], nor was there a
significant interaction between trial type and condition for AntStim
and StimOnly trials [F(2,145) ¼ 1.733, n.s.], so data are shown
collapsed across those two trial types. However, there was a main
effect of condition [F(2,145) ¼ 428.36, P < 0.001]; negative affect
ratings for both negative image viewing conditions (Reapp Neg and
Look Neg) were significantly greater than those for the Look Neu
condition [t(29) ¼ 12.59, P < 0.001 and t(29) ¼ 22.62, P < 0.001,
respectively]. Critically, among AntStim and StimOnly trials,
reappraising negative images significantly modulated participants’
self-reported negative affect relative to responding naturally to
negative images [t(29) ¼ 8.10, P < 0.001]. Means for all trial types
(AntStim, StimOnly and AntOnly) are shown in Supplementary
Figure S1.
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Fig. 4 Brain activity during cue/anticipation that satisfies the mediated relationship depicted in Figure 2. Orange-to-yellow regions show a positive mediated relationship, such that increases are associated with
greater reappraisal success, mediated by amygdala activity during picture presentation. Blue-to-green regions show a negative mediated relationship, such that more activity in these regions at cue/anticipation
is associated with less reappraisal success, mediated by amygdala activity during picture presentation. Thresholded at P < 0.05 unc, k ¼ 333 voxels, FWE, P < 0.05, two-tailed.

of the anticipatory activity–reappraisal success relationship. For
RLPFC, this analysis found that left amygdala and parahippocampal
gyrus activity adjacent to our prior left amygdala seed represented
the only significant negative mediator [Supplementary Figure S2;
cluster comprising 554 voxels, thresholded at P < 0.05, k ¼ 333
voxels, peak at ($24, $10, $34)]. The only other mediator that was

significant at this threshold was a region in dorsal parietal cortex [peak
at ($36, $54, 54)], which showed activity that was negatively related
to anticipatory RLPFC activity and negatively related to reappraisal
success. No regions in the two mediation analyses incorporating anticipatory insula activity exceeded whole-brain FWE-correction
thresholds.
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Table 1 Brain activity during cue/anticipation that shows a significant amygdala-mediated relationship with reappraisal success (a*b mediation path)
Mediation path

Negative-mediated relationship
RH Sup frontal gyrus (BA 10)
RH Sup Frontal Gyrus (BA 8)
RH Sup temporal gyrus (BA 40)
LH precentral gyrus (BA 4)
RH post cingulate gyrus (BA 31)
RH postcentral gyrus (BA 3)
Positive-mediated relationship
RH Insula (BA 13)
LH insula (BA 13)
RH anterior lobe cerebellum
RH anterior lobe cerebellum

x

y

z

k

a*b

a

Eff

t

P

b

Eff

t

c’

c

P

Eff

t

P

Eff

t

P

Eff

t

P

24
34
48
$21
17
31

62
21
$48
$21
$41
$34

18
54
23
54
32
50

94
96
174
74
105
50

$1.22
$1.48
$1.84
$2.82
$1.06
$1.58

$2.35
$2.34
$2.33
$2.27
$2.25
$2.25

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

2.46
2.40
2.99
5.78
2.20
3.10

2.79
2.47
2.58
2.62
2.59
2.79

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01

$0.48
$0.61
$0.62
$0.49
$0.48
$0.51

$2.64
$3.11
$2.96
$2.54
$2.67
$2.47

0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02

$0.25
1.04
1.37
$0.64
$0.31
0.03

$0.22
0.92
1.02
$0.12
$0.22
0.00

0.83
0.37
0.32
0.91
0.83
1.00

$1.48
$0.44
$0.47
$3.47
$1.37
$1.55

$1.27
$0.40
$0.40
$1.44
$1.26
$1.49

0.22
0.69
0.69
0.16
0.22
0.15

41
$48
3
14

0
10
$69
$48

$5
$5
$36
$41

71
59
126
56

1.83
1.40
1.18
1.39

2.37
2.35
2.36
2.31

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

$2.78
$2.36
$2.18
$2.34

$2.78
$2.78
$2.63
$2.57

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02

$0.66
$0.58
$0.54
$0.60

$2.82
$2.79
$2.76
$2.76

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

$1.79
$0.80
$0.48
$0.95

$1.09
$0.74
$0.51
$0.86

0.28
0.47
0.62
0.40

0.04
0.60
0.70
0.44

0.04
0.73
0.72
0.43

0.97
0.47
0.48
0.67

Regions are whole-brain FWE-corrected at P < 0.05, two-tailed, with thresholds of P < 0.05 and k % 50 voxels. Coordinates are in MNI space. For each cluster, path coefficients, t-scores and significance levels
are shown for each mediation path.

Implications for neural mechanisms of expectancy # regulatory
strategy interactions
Anticipatory activity associated with less regulatory success
In thinking about the meaning of anticipatory activations that predicted less reappraisal success, it is important to emphasize that
participants were not explicitly instructed to perform any regulation
during the anticipation interval, in contrast to previous work (Kalisch
et al., 2005; Herwig et al., 2007b; Delgado et al., 2008a,b; Martin and
Delgado, 2011). Rather, they were simply told to get ready for the
upcoming picture and be ready to employ the cued strategy during
the picture presentation.

In this context, it is interesting that we observed activity in RLPFC
and other areas that have been associated with executive control and
mentalizing. RLPFC has been previously associated with emotional
awareness and the self-generation of information!including intentions
for future actions (Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000; Burgess et al., 2003;
Ray et al., 2005; Gilbert et al., 2006; Ochsner et al., 2009a; Costa et al.,
2011). This suggests that the anticipatory RLPFC activity observed here
may reflect self-generation of negative expectancies on the part of the
participant (Sawamoto et al., 2000) in advance of the need to regulate
that ultimately exert influence over their reappraisal success. Indeed, a
very similar region of RLPFC has shown positive correlations with state
negative affect when viewing aversive pictures (Nitschke et al., 2006).
Additional regions that were negatively associated with reappraisal
success have been associated with a network for mentalizing!i.e. thinking about one’s own or another’s mental state!including dorsomedial
PFC, posterior cingulate/precuneus and superior temporal gyrus/temporoparietal junction activity (Gilbert et al., 2006; Northoff et al., 2006;
van der Meer et al., 2010; Qin and Northoff, 2011; Van Overwalle,
2009, 2011; Denny et al., 2012). In combination with RLPFC activity,
this suggests that participants may have been imagining how they
might feel when the picture is presented, and were elaborating on it,
which served to create a negative expectation that was ultimately confirmed and led to poorer regulation outcomes (Wilson et al., 1989;
Klaaren et al., 1994).
This interpretation raises the question of whether participants were
feeling negative during the anticipation interval as a result of developing the proposed negative expectation. Given that we did not observe
significant differences in self-reported negative affect scores for
AntOnly Reappraise and Look Neg trials, however, the idea that participants felt especially ‘negative’ during reappraisal anticipation in
particular is not supported in the present work. That said, the lack
of behavioral evidence for anticipatory negative affect may be due to
the fact that multiple brain regions exhibited anticipatory activity that
was both positively and negatively associated with reappraisal success
via amygdala activity. Thus, it is possible that there are both benefits
and costs of reappraisal anticipation and this may have obscured a
behavioral main effect on self-reported emotion.
Anticipatory activity associated with greater regulatory success
In the present study, not all anticipatory activation was maladaptive,
however. We observed a substantial area of left ventral anterior and
right ventral mid-insula activation that predicted diminished amygdala
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DISCUSSION
The present results serve as the first investigation of mediated relationships among anticipatory brain activity and subsequent self-reported
emotion regulation success. In this study, we sought to identify regions
of the brain that show anticipatory activity prior to the instruction to
reappraise that predict changes in amygdala activity during reappraisal
itself, which in turn predict changes in self-reported reappraisal success
or failure. We found that anticipatory RLPFC activity, which is not
typically observed in reappraisal studies (Buhle et al., 2011), predicted
‘increased’ amygdala activity during the picture presentation period,
which in turn predicted reappraisal failure. In addition, we found that
anticipatory activity in left ventral anterior and right ventral
mid-insula predicted ‘decreased’ stimulus-related amygdala activity
and in turn greater reappraisal success. These results were confirmed
by a whole-brain search for mediators of the anticipatory activity–success relationship, which found that a region spanning the left amygdala
and parahippocampal gyrus was the only region mediating a negative
relationship between anticipatory RLPFC activity and reappraisal success, and no additional mediators were present for the relationship
between anticipatory insula activity and reappraisal success. Thus, in
addition to our a priori focus on interrogating amygdala activity as a
mediator, we have provided empirical evidence of the significant role
played by an extensive region of left amygdala in mediating the relationship between anticipatory brain activity and reappraisal success.
Notably, the network of brain regions that were related to
reappraisal failure and success during the anticipation period did not
bear great similarity to the network of regions recruited during emotion regulation implementation itself, including ventrolateral PFC
(Ochsner and Gross, 2008; Buhle et al., 2011) but instead were similar
to regions implicated in the default state and emotion more generally.
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Future directions
Future research may target at least two questions not addressed here.
First, in our study the nature of the expectancy was open-ended in the
sense that participants did not know the precise characteristics of the
forthcoming stimulus and our reappraisal strategy required a
stimulus-specific reinterpretation. Thus, we may have set participants
up for some degree of failure insofar as their expectations couldn’t
help but be incorrect and potentially unhelpful. Although this in
many ways mirrors real-life events where our advance knowledge of
an upcoming negative event is more general than specific, future work
may unpack whether expectations about alternative types of stimuli
and/or reappraisal strategies may prove more adaptive. For example,
for situations where one isn’t sure of the particulars of upcoming
events, psychological distancing (Mischel and Baker, 1975; Ochsner
and Gross, 2008) may be effective. Distancing involves viewing a
stimulus in a detached, objective and impartial manner. Such a strategy
may invoke more of a task ‘mindset’ that is not stimulus-specific and
relatively adaptive, even during anticipation.
Also, it would be very interesting to know whether individuals that
vary within the normal or abnormal range of emotional responding
and regulatory ability would show more or less RLPFC or insula activity during reappraisal anticipation. Among healthy individuals,
future work may examine individual differences that may lead to
greater or less RLPFC activity, including whether adaptive response
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patterns are more prevalent over time in aging. Regarding clinical
implications, in one of the few neuroimaging studies to investigate
the anticipation of emotional stimuli in a clinical population, Abler
et al. (2007) reported elevated dorsolateral PFC (BA 9) activation in
depressed patients for anticipation of negative vs positive stimuli in the
absence of explicit instructions to subsequently regulate during stimulus presentation (Abler et al., 2007), which is consistent with the results
of the current study. It would be similarly interesting to know whether
patients with different forms of psychopathology involving emotion
dysregulation would show greater anticipatory RLPFC activity in our
paradigm, coupled with diminished ability to subsequently
down-regulate amygdala responses to aversive stimuli.
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